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Research Setting & History of Issues:  
The picket lines of the logistic sector witness a “moving [of] over 50,000 containers 

through hundreds of facilities each day” (Kaoosji 2018). From railroads to port transformations 
in the Inland Empire, this flow does not dare to be interrupted by the capitalist state, which 
excuses labor exploitation in the industries introduced there. As the demand for goods continues, 
it has revealed the truth about our inequitable systems and disaster capitalism. While the need for 
transporting and the mobility of goods is justifiable, the working conditions under which more 
vulnerable communities like the Warehouse Worker Resource Center caters to have been forced 
into are intolerable.  

The Warehouse Worker Resource Center (WWRC) of Ontario, existing for 10 years, 
does not unionize itself but is a symbolic democratic organization for labor advocacy, training 
workers, and know-your-rights guided by local community needs beyond campaigns. Rather 
than a top-down business that is bureaucratic and limited, it strategizes against a dominant force 
like a group at the top of the food chain and still holding onto the agency. They differentiate 
themselves by conducting the work of activists, educators, and practitioners from being 
grant-funded to tailoring curriculum accommodated and modified to cultural contexts. One of the 
ways they address that is through their internal functioning (representative of a more horizontal 
structure) holding many branches of departments from legal aid that fight wages theft cases or 
reported injuries. They also have a steering committee board that has policy discussions and 
town hall meetings to establish a LA-wide public health committee which creates a mobile clinic 
for healthcare in light of COVID-19.  

According to a Los Angeles Alliance for A New Economy (LAANE) report, among the 
300-plus warehouses in the region, San Bernardino and Riverside Counties houses the largest 
concentration in a dense amount of workers but also repeated issues faced in wage thefts, piece 
rates of 24 hours unpaid overtime without breaks, illegal deductions, and misclassification of 
employment status (Smith 2014). Focusing on the last specifically, independent contractors cut 
costs for companies as drivers such as having to self-finance trucks and are paid by the load. As 
stated by Daniel Linares, “We work long hours for these companies, and we put our life on the 
line for low pay while they are accumulating millions in profits. I’m tired of the injustice of the 
industry. We are the future homeless because we get nothing for retirement. They are getting 
their money and leaving us behind.” As companies didn't have to cover these costs within fleets, 
it widened entries that eroded union carriers as the middle-class jobs were replaced by low wage 
cycles. A scam in being liable for $850 million in stolen wages per year, this adds up to $1.4 
billion annually when loss of tax revenue is compounded with violations of wage and hours in 
total quantifiable costs (Smith 2014). Lack of regulations with recruitment by staffing agencies 
or third party logistic companies (3 PLS) made it especially difficult to gain protections. Temps 
are more vulnerable where 30% “move from job to job, with little or no permanent employment 
relationship” (De Lara 2013). In addition, they risk arrest for resistance where strikes were not 
permitted because it was considered legally actionable collusion. The 2004 Oakwood legislative 
decision further confirmed this and laid the foundation for the fracturing departure of long-term 
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employment with a contingency model as temp workers eligibility for structured bargaining 
required employer consent or was otherwise an unqualified right (Lafler 2014). Hence, this 
loophole was taken advantage of as temps were brought to displace direct employees to deter 
organizing. The normalization of short-term gig work had started way before though with the 
influx of Latinos “between 1942 to 1964 that allowed Mexican men to come to the United States 
to work on short-term agricultural labor contracts, although many ended up returning for work 
and staying in the region even after the Bracero Program ended” (Mize 2011). 

Under a policy regime whose development subsidies although claim to be for their 
constituency, they instead attack labor power. Similar to Republican President Truman of 1947 
bannings that denied safety through Taft-Hartley Labor Management Relations Act, the Ninth 
Circuit overruled FAAAA preemption about the employee mandate and Democratic Bill Clinton 
of 1995 also barred price controls by revoking state and local authorities “from regulating price 
floors, routes, and services related to interference with the facilitation of commerce” (Kaoosji 
2018). However, there have been local leaders and allies like Antonio Villaraigosa, the former 
union organizer and first Latino mayor in modern Los Angeles history, who embraced the Clean 
truckers program (CTP). WWRC’s mission of education, advocacy, and action serving workers, 
and the neighboring community like immigrants, community leaders, environmental advocates, 
activists, unions, teamsters, day laborers, economic opportunity centers, tries to remedy 
unfavorable presidency and laws through fighting for demands of worker health, safe working 
places, and fair pay of livable wages. A legacy from Warehouse Worker United that set the stage 
for WWRC, they have sued, litigated, and filed joint complaints through class action lawsuit 
claims. Origins also derive from Teamsters innovations, like in replicating the midwest leader 
Jimmy Hoffa and forging crossovers with industries of manufacturing, food processing and 
dairies, coal mines and sawmills that witnessed the growth of solidarity (Kaoosji 2018). Cluster 
disruptions have reached not just nationally and domestically like Warehouse Workers For 
Justice, a similar group outside Chicago, but even globally in Bangladesh and Cambodia. The 
refusal of mobility of goods with the threat of secondary pickets by applying pressure at pickup 
and delivery sites or stoppages and other activities has been powerful as it prevents goods from 
being diverted to another market. Despite unions experiencing a decline in membership and 
being dissolved, victories in paid by the hour with benefits and 40-hour work weeks, Social 
Security, workers’ compensation, and unemployment benefits have made significance (Kaoosji 
2018). Some historical and memorable, “fierce and radical regular wildcat” labor strikes, 
successful occupations, movement building, and past organized resistance movements that have 
paid off include the $21 million lawsuit settlement by Schneider in 2014 when Walmart was a 
co-defendant to underpaid workers (after marching 50-miles over ten days and sleeping in 
churches). Others of this year include the candlelight vigil outside Jeff Bezos house, exposing the 
illusions of selling false freedom like in Proposition 22 with traditional employment, mass 
marches like at the Adelante Detention center, and organized boycotts against goods made under 
the continuous struggle of unlawful labor.  
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Introduction & Positionality: 
As my supervisor Vero mentioned, BIPOC are one of the most researched communities. 

Laila and I proposed our research paper idea to her. We suggested identifying the individual and 
collective stressors warehouse workers face and how they practice healing. However, because of 
the online nature of our work throughout this semester due to the COVID-19 pandemic, we were 
unable to form connections with workers. I appreciate cynicism even more so now because it 
serves as a constant and consistent reminder to ensure I am not being invasive in vulnerable 
issues being surfaced/brought up that I’m not equipped to deal with or reach beyond the scope 
(of the workplace and the organization) while failing to give in a way that can dismantle a toxic 
system. I also have to realize my language like self-care is commodified, limited, and victimizing 
in a capitalist state where survival, coping mechanisms, and defense is what is within reach. Vero 
was honest about the effects of what this would entail, holding all our privileges in check and 
reassessing our positionality to deeply reflect: What is our hypothesis? What are we promising 
when conducting a focus group interview? What is the real tangible initiative or program being 
offered? It is in this careful thought process that I as an ally can adapt my actions according to 
community needs that fit meaningfully to an organization’s service specialization and shift 
appropriately in scale capacity. Although it was embarrassing, awkward, shameful at first to be 
confronted...when things get sticky, I will not be leaving those feelings behind but taking it with 
me for keepsake: to embrace it and make it a part of the story. Hitting controversy and being 
transparent about it reveals intentions that can earn community trust rather than trying to cover it 
up. Taking ownership of mistakes, offenses, insensitivity and owning up to it is a personal 
practice of accountability and a part of the dynamic learning growth (the internal work) to stop 
racial violence. It’s not reaching a stationary fixed spot of deciphering right from wrong but a 
continuous journey like respecting knowledge of lived experiences/perspectives that can be 
traumatic in sharing or avoiding harmful packaging or delivery of emotionally burdening events 
that reproduces stereotypical narratives. I realized position is not something to control for, but 
something that shapes and defines research.  

Growing up in the Bay Area has been informative in my belief to hold big corporations 
and abusive tech companies accountable for their violations. As a student attending college in 
LA, is it even more critical and my social responsibility to understand how the environmental 
and urban justice factors that are playing out in Southern California are a result of the trickled 
down decisions being made at the top of the state in Northern California. With the ongoing 
struggle for guaranteeing paid sick leave for essential workers who are driving the economy 
during the global pandemic, I wanted to join the fight in protecting worker rights and 
establishing alliances through labor power so that healthcare reform can emerge as public policy 
changes. It is timely and relevant with the pressure and calls for democratic socialism and 
anti-capitalism practices like mutual aid or radical grassroots organizing during COVID-19. In 
doing this research, I am so grateful to have gained the technical skills and knowledge under my 
supervisors Vero and Brenda to understand how mobilization can be used as a base to launch, 
develop, and craft effective community engagement initiatives.  
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 Methodology: 
The focus of this research project is to conduct analysis in a way that can promote access to 
healing and wellbeing resources (strategies, actions, values) by enhancing WWRC’s institutional 
culture while advocating for both individual as well as collective needs, abilities and potential. 
My analysis included drawing field notes from participant observation (CBPR) during informal 
discussions of staff check-in meetings, action-research (AR) like Get Out The Vote phone 
banking/town halls, assigned projects (PBR) like the Civic Engagement Program, and events of 
WWRC like Escuelita sessions and Public Health Fairs attended by workers, community 
members, and organizers as well as literature review and qualitative interviews with 
professionals measuring in. 

Although the choices of my literature review has provided context, in order to understand 
why the three interviewees were contacted, it is important to know their background:  

1) Lacey Kathryn Lee has been in the food distribution industry for 15-17 years now. She  
started at a smaller company called Southwest Traders which was based in Temecula 
where she climbed up the ladder from customer service rep to customer lead. Then she 
quit when the company started making poor decisions to hop over to US foods 
manager—handling 205 union drivers and a fleet of 150 trailers/tractors on rotation 
delivering food to Disneyland, the military, and during the California fires—before 
recently settling at Torner & Glasser as a transportation supervisor part of the routing 
team.  
2) Ronald E. Riggio holds a Ph.D. in Industrial/Organizational Psychology where he’s a  
professor at Claremont Mckenna College. His research skills are in Human Resources 
and nonverbal communication where he’s interested in studying how leadership potential 
and success is influenced by social skills and emotions.  
3) Edelina M. Burciaga was involved with social justice beginning in college, specifically 
on Latinx community for 20+ years having received a PhD in sociology. She moved from 
nonprofit direct service with youth towards pursuing a law degree as an attorney 
defending civil and racial equity cases in her early 30s.  
Instead of emphasizing the pain of the recent past and it’s continuous, ongoing daily 

experiences, the interviews were facilitated around strategies of survival like for example starting 
with the first question being: What is keeping you strong during this transition and helping you 
adjust/adapt? rather than How are you struggling? The literature review also followed this same 
format of an assets-based community development (ABCD) approach instead of deficit based, 
building on established strengths and power to move from individualized units to unity as a 
counter-narrative (Kretzmann 1993). However, I want to reiterate as a disclaimer this in no way 
is a standardized prescription and I am not a non-profit consultant. As a strategic researcher, I 
hope I can continue to contribute and do justice to all the work the organizers of WWRC do 
tirelessly daily in being actively involved in community cultivation efforts.  
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Literature Review: 
I’ve tried to invest time and efforts into exploring unique scholarships for this paper that 

would offer insight into how to combat worker exploitation holistically. I draw on psychologists, 
mental health experts, lifestyle coaches, counselors, consultants, innovators, creatives, trainers to 
consider strategies for envisioning new narratives toward healing and justice. I wanted to bring 
an interdisciplinary range from macro level analysis of communal cartography and culture 
mapping to micro level-below-the-surface digging of individual genetic and cognitive science. I 
pulled out the theme of counter surveillance, threading the string of temporality, space, place, 
and relationship for how their presence exists and extends within the landscape. I tried to expand 
research development that encompasses epistemologies and ontologies of the community 
represented and collabing with, where knowledge is created and stored through non traditional 
means, orally more so than written and so how these practices can accommodate that which will 
be fleshed out in the data analysis.  

This by no means asserts a societal panacea but lessens the source of societal 
degradation. This should lead to raising questions about and offer insight into: What type of 
values are being centered and prioritized in lifestyle? Is this self-care short-term investment of 
instant gratification or long-term investment of habitual commitment to positive wellbeing 
emotionally, physically, and spiritually?  

I hope this presents opportunities for shifting and adapting capacity for WWRC so that 
warehouse workers can extract meaning out of work, maintain balance instead of being 
overwhelmed, and exert control over their daily lives. 
 

I. Healing Centered Engagement (HCE)  
Adapting to be proactive about health and safety for harm that isn’t always visible, with 

treatment for root causes in an environment, can alleviate the burdens and reproduction of 
emotional suffering and physical violence. Whether professional collaboration or 
trauma-informed staff, being sensitive to trigger inducing responses can be tools equipped for 
effectively prepared language.   

Emulating models that break trauma cycles provide both healing from the effects of past 
trauma, as well as protection — "immunization" — for future generations against trauma’s 
potentially toxic impacts. This mitigation of prolonged stress that is not just individual-based but 
family and community-based, addresses holistic models which is expanded in Shawn A. 
Ginwright’s The Future of Healing: Shifting From Trauma Informed Care to Healing Centered 
Engagement. Ginwright explains that rather than isolating the family for instance, a collective 
focus encompasses experiences that are more inclusive. It also ensures to tap into self-efficacy 
where this paradigm can combat burnout in the workplace.  

The article compares the consequences and insufficiency of healing being deficit-driven 
versus asset-driven respectively: “It runs the risk of focusing on the treatment of pathology 
(trauma), rather than fostering the possibility (well-being)” (Ginwright 2018). Supporting this 
process, instead of suppressing symptoms, this practice acknowledges that a person is more than 
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their trauma, burdens, and suffering by “building on knowledge, skills, and curiosity as positive 
traits to be enhanced” (Ginwright 2018). This manifests in interests that diverge from restricted 
ideology and thinking. Growth and resilience become embedded into “a solid sense of meaning, 
self-perception, and purpose” which ties into “culture, spirituality, civic action and collective 
healing” (Ginwright 2018). Being cultural grounded “offers a shared experience, community, 
and a sense of belonging” that can lead to a “restoration of identity” (Ginwright 2018).  
 

II. Sociological Imagination 
Connecting injustices as common shared struggles—like generational reproduction of 

trauma—can bridge the gap that lies between personal and political experiences. Rather than 
being spectators in “the deafening voice of oppressive social norms drowning out opportunity”, it 
leads to an unlocking of radical-thinking. When personal traumas are understood as collective 
narratives—a similar understanding of Ginwright, it is known as “sociological imagination” as 
coined by C. Wright Mills. This can be further explained as “the link between the individual and 
society, between personal troubles and social issues, between biography and history, or between 
individual crises and institutional contradictions”.  

Tying this into Ginwright’s concept of self efficacy, “one could look into individual 
agency within constraints and how historical and institutional changes intersect with life 
trajectories, temporality, social structure, multilevel effects, and culture” in order to maximize it. 
The author of “Taking ‘The Promise’ Seriously: Medical Sociology’s Role in Health, Illness, and 
Healing in a Time of Social Change” suggests that one has to develop hypotheses and measures 
that hold onto this self-consciousness mentioned before towards problems and solutions. During 
processes of disruption, uncertainty, and adaptation, how individuals, organizations, and nations 
are “selected and formed, liberated and repressed, made sensitive and blunted” are critical to 
focus on. Response pathways and prescribing from training, conceptualized theories, and 
research methods should involve and reflect “the capacity to shift from one perspective to 
another – from the political to the psychological….to range from the most impersonal and 
remote transformations to the most intimate features of the human self – and to see the relations 
between the two”.  

Since being drained, fatigued, and burned out are commonly shared symptoms, one needs 
the stamina to sustain the longevity of imagination. Moving from a reductionist, individualistic, 
and mechanical view of the body to a reactionary view requires holistic participation to include 
the mind. It enables a transition into “synergy,” “vital component,” and “complex factors that 
affect individuals, our communities and our environment”.  

One of the ways to reframe and pull on deliberate choice making is through the metaphor 
of cartography. Organizing through the “imagery of cultural landscapes and boundaries seems to 
fit the multifaceted, complex nature of health, illness, and healing in the current era”. In 
particular, the concept of “boundary-work” becomes central as individuals, whatever their 
position, confront illness, define disease, and react to treatment options. Although this language 
is often to adopted into the mainstream and seen as common sense, there is a task and promise 
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component between larger opportunities and challenges and individual behaviors: “to grasp 
history and biography and the relations between the two within society” and “with “many-sided 
constructions,” a focus on meaning, and a willingness to look across social institutions like 
polity, the economy, and the domestic sphere: How social interactions in networks function as 
well as dynamics and forces that shape them are promising approach to integrating into the 
health sciences.  

Understanding the unique contributions sociologists bring to understanding of health, 
illness, and healing can appreciate the offerings of “a multilayered perspective that ties together 
dynamics processes, social structures, and individual variation”. However, it also requires a 
continual questioning of: What does this mean for the definition and behavioral implications of 
human health, legitimate constructions of illness [determined] by the public and the profession 
[that need be confronted boundaries], shifting definitions of vulnerability, and changes in the 
nature and targets of prejudice and discrimination [during social movements]? 
 

III. Power Mapping  
Community care and collective healing can be further conducted by power mapping 

which generates participatory action through shared governance that strengthen relationships 
between coworkers, leaders, organizers, and supervisors through communication and mutual 
trust. It challenges divisions between audience and creators by providing an opportunity for 
individuals to reflect on how their personal narratives are connected to larger social 
concerns—like when they feel at peace or how they feel misrepresented. This is similar to the 
section of “Connecting to the People: The Public as Patient and Powerful Force” in the previous 
literature where “While recognizing that the organization of health care matters because it 
penetrates the clinical encounter, [we must] target the social relationship as the place where their 
effects are mobilized and enacted”. 

The field of medical sociology takes into account health inequalities and the fundamental 
causes that have to do with power, stratification and social differentiation by explicitly 
measuring contextual factors and the connecting mechanisms of influence. Power mapping fits 
into the calling for multi-method approaches which maximize the ability of empirical research to 
match “the promise” by being a culturally sensitive approach to health disparities. 

As illustrated by Restorative Justice Diversion (RJD), brainstorming and storyboarding 
for visualization discover commonalities and acknowledged anxieties about dealing with 
upcoming challenges, as well as identify individuals, networks, and resources to carry them. It 
can help position personal stories within the larger framework of worker rights and healing. The 
identification of problems/risks and community strengths/assets encourages the production of 
building knowledge and capacity by reclaiming rather than appealing to external services. This 
storytelling and sharing about lived experiences empowers voice and reclaims space rather than 
crippling that could even be used in preparation to be presented at city council meetings, 
translated into proposition bills, or revisited after political shifts like covid or elections.  
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Contained are key elements of major problems or conditions, conflict agendas, major 

issues/policy battles, decision-makers, organized ally groups, organized opposition groups, 
unorganized public sectors along an x and y-axis. The scale grid aligns to decision-making 
power vertically and relative support to goal horizontally where core constituencies and agencies 
are plotted accordingly.  

RJD emphasizes that this should not promote contention and divisiveness through a 
punitive model: “Rather than seeing people as opponents that must be defeated or neutralized, 
restorative organizing calls us to view them as members of society who may not be in right 
relationship with others and may be using their power to cause harm, but whose liberation is 
nonetheless bound entirely with our own.” Dissecting where power is concentrated through 
accountability—like who are violating boundaries and are perpetrators? What are the offenses? 
How do they hold monopoly?—can narrow down the warehouse recruiters who promise a supply 
of jobs from a private company that is subsidized by the city while the community does not reap 
tax benefits but are instead experiencing committed acts of violence with the infringing of right 
to data privacy when it’s being sold to the government. Decoding the missing dimensions 
like—Who are partners, allies, and key policymakers for coalition building?—could introduce 
environmental justice regulations and health ordinance protections while seeing the need for 
limiting hours, raise wages, or increasing the number of breaks/rest days.  

However, to be “cognizant of the theoretical and methodological ‘tributaries’ that feed” 
into the field, there needs to be a “creative integration” that draws together the insights of 
“structure seekers” and “meaning seekers”. Increasing interdependence and creating content, 
tools, and methods for employing a resource that engages youth and communities in creative 
questions, imagined dreams, and envisioned ideas that matter to them subverts the impact that 
social systems of control have on people and their surrounding environment. This CBPR that 
focuses on how new forms of narrative and interaction can be used to equitably shift 
relationships of power, “where decision-makers can be in “power with” communities, rather than 
continue to have “power over” them. 
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IV. Digital Communal Healing  
Because online is where we go to find a lot of our support and health resources, holding 

space virtually through a web of support can transcend the social distancing barriers. Despite 
being so removed from the community with all social activities becoming remote, healing circles 
is a process that can reintegrate how we see, feel, face each other by communicating and 
listening.There are varying needs and challenges among a population and activities like bubbling 
locus of control on a piece of paper or even drafting a community manifesto that reinforces 
shared identity and cultural affirmation that are grounded in metaphysics and access to power, 
wellness, and joy. 

Within indigneous communities, talking circles has been used as English as Second 
language programs, to improve healthy eating practices, increase rate of screening for cervical or 
breast cancer, and to deal with the Exxon Valdez oil spill in Alaska. Interactions of 
competitiveness, condescending tones, aggression, interruption is challenged with a circle or 
Ginwright’s “synergy”, “a dominant symbol in nature and has come to represent wholeness, 
completion, and the cycles of life (including the cycle of human communication)”. As explained 
in First Nations Pedagogy, there is a gatekeeper that acts like a proctor to maintain community 
guidelines during the verbal disclosures when the sacred object is passed around for prompting. 
According to Osborn, gatekeeper’s qualities should include “community respect, knowledge of 
the community, a reputation for fairness and integrity, understanding of the practices and 
principles of peacekeeping (talking) circles, skill in facilitating difficult conversations, empathy 
and respect for others, and humility” (Pranis 2000, p. 35). 

 
FNP continues with Osborn’s reference: “Baldwin (1994) suggests the use of three 

principles concerning power questions: rotating leadership, shared responsibility, and reliance on 
the spirit. She also encourages individuals to practice speaking with intention, listening with 
attention and self-monitoring the impact of his or her contributions”. Rather than consulting a 
general practitioner and relying on professional expertise, peer counseling is the support group. 
These forums promote cultural awareness and political mobilization, pulling on the thread of 
sociological imagination with a transformation of consciousness. This metaphor of retaining 
peacemaking ties back into the goal of restorative justice diversion and the mutual aid of 
strengthening relationships with allies.  
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V. Salutogenesis Design 
In Health, Stress and Coping, the author distinguishes between a ‘pathological 

orientation”, which “seeks to explain why people get sick, why they enter a disease category,” 
and alternatively a “salutogenic orientation (which focuses on the origins of health)” 
(Antonovsky, 1987, p.xii). Looking at the social and societal dimensions of an ecosystem like 
why some members manifest positive health/resilience vs others ill diseases along the spectrum 
requires looking at the conditions, or “sense of coherence” like how to improve and understand 
community based processes. Antonovsky hypothesised that “generalized resistance resources” 
like “money, eco-strength, cultural stability, social supports, and the like” were providing 
individuals with the ability to resist against the omnipresent stressors their environments exert. 
The emergence and strengthening of “soc” rises from the “common element among these 
processes that they provide all participants with: a way of ‘making sense out of the countless 
stressors with which we are constantly bombarded”’. 

 
To predict a safe and healthy future, the orientation needs to counteract the universal 

decay towards greater negative entropy, heterostasis, and cellular senescence with the “active 
adaptation to an inevitably stressor-rich environment”: “When one searches for effective 
adaptation of the organism, one can move beyond post-Cartesian dualism and look to 
imagination, love, play, meaning, will, and the social structures that foster them. Or, as I would 
prefer to put it, to theories of successful coping” (Antonovsky 1987, p.9). Those with high “soc” 
live in “socially cohesive and place-based communities of human scale, who have an intimate 
knowledge of their local environment and a long tradition of successfully adapting to 
environmental changes and of meeting their needs effectively without damaging their local 
environment”. Rejecting 1) dichotomy classification for a multidimensional health ease/disease 
continuum 2) etiology [causes] for identifying stressors that are preventing mobility to a healthy 
location 3) reducing consequences for contingent on character of resolution within tension, can 
help one see this hidden harmony. 
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Healing holistically and sustaining health cannot happen with treating symptoms of 

disease, but the roots in systematically increasing the resilience of the organism, community, and 
interconnected ecosystem of our lives, ourselves as individuals, our physical health, our 
psychological health, our relationships with our families, our environment. 
 

VI. Subverting Workplace Monitoring  
Rather than intrusive surveillance to track work diligence, a health surveillance program 

could prioritize worker wellbeing to protect from and prevent disease. In “Improving Work 
Functioning and Mental Health of Health Care Employees Using an E-Mental Health Approach 
(EMH) to Workers' Health Surveillance (WHS): Pretest–Posttest Study”, the authors conduct a 
systematic set of procedures that detect the early signs of work-related health changes that could 
indicate damage to the individual's well-being. Assessing the uptake of workplace hazards and 
the medical changes of workers, especially complaints, can help address the adverse effects of 
labor exploitation.  

More than a check-up on symptoms, interventions should be responses after screening 
and questionnaire modules. Catering to personalized feedback, the algorithm replicated logistics 
of self-reporting and then receiving tailored advice through educational leaflets all via email 
correspondence. Leveraging these instruments was advantageous for administering appropriately 
to preferences, either by slow or faster pacing.  

The EMH interventions were developed by Dutch Trimbos Institute and were used as 
self-help invitations on the Internet aimed at reducing specific mental health complaints or 
enhancing wellbeing: (1) Psyfit [11], aimed at enhancing mental fitness; (2) Strong at work [12], 
aimed at gaining insight into work stress and learning skills to cope with it; (3) Color Your Life 
[13], aimed at tackling depressive symptoms; (4) Don't Panic Online [14], aimed at reducing 
panic symptoms for subclinical and mild cases of panic disorder; and (5) Drinking Less [8], 
aimed at reducing risky drinking behavior (Ketelaar 2014). Using a post hoc analysis, there was 
a statistical significance of 30% with a clinical success rate among those participants after 3 
months and 40% after 6 months compared to baseline trial performance (Ketelaar 2014). 
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Although these proportions don’t seem like a lot, this outside prevention of EMH made WHS 
attractive and encouraged compliance to seek help, optimizing its intention.  

In the Netherlands, these evaluations are employer obligations where standardized items 
include: cognitive aspects of task execution and general incidents, causing incidents at work, 
avoidance behavior, conflicts and irritations with colleagues, impaired contact with patients and 
their family, and lack of energy and motivation (Ketelaar 2014). These principles are based on 
cognitive behavioral therapy—which the next section goes into—and combine a variety of 
aspects, e.g., providing information and advice, weekly assignments, and a forum to get in 
contact with others with similar complaints (Ketelaar 2014). 
 

VII. Cognitive Science, Growth Resilience, and Positive Psychology  
In order for fundamental human behaviors of communication, navigation, nutrition, and 

productivity to function, stress-inducing factors need to be identified and relieved. Human capital 
cannot exist without a mind-body connection because state-of-mind affects physical health. This 
is why it’s critical to note that we do not need to be changing behavior, but instead promoting 
wellbeing. Harnessing this motivational, catalytic draw enables a way to approach work 
upliftingly instead of hardening the dichotomy.  

Based off of studying psychoneuroimmunology in “A functional genomic perspective on 
human well-being” by eight authors from UCLA and University of North Carolina, genes have a 
way of sustaining the expression of happiness differently if eudaimonic as oppose to hedonic: 
“People who have high levels of what is known as eudaimonic well-being—the kind of 
happiness that comes from having a deep sense of purpose and meaning in life (think Mother 
Teresa)—showed very favorable gene-expression profiles in their immune cells. They had low 
levels of inflammatory gene expression and strong expression of antiviral and antibody genes. 
However, people who had relatively high levels of hedonic well-being—the type of happiness 
that comes from consummatory self-gratification—actually showed just the opposite. They had 
an adverse expression profile involving high inflammation and low antiviral and antibody gene 
expression (Frederickson 2014).” Inflammation can endanger, becoming an inadvertent fertilizer 
for chronic diseases like cancer and cardiovascular disease. In the context of our societal 
environment, “chronic activation by social or symbolic threats can promote inflammation and 
cause cardiovascular, neurodegenerative and other diseases and can impair resistance to viral 
infections (Coles 2014)”. Confounding with human negative psychology where genome 
responds to stress, misery, fear, threat, uncertainty findings translated to a conclusion of “human 
genome may be more sensitive to qualitative variations in well-being and achieving happiness 
than are our affective experiences within our conscious minds (Frederickson 2014).”  

In order to produce desirable results by eliciting responses that are “favorable”, this 
requires careful consideration of what is being activated, emotions generated, and how that can 
be mediated. It brings in the question of for example “Do you take pride in the work you do? Is it 
fulfilling or is it for survival?” and how that could create possibilities for redesigning 
circumstances. Taking opportunity of health advantages that people with a greater sense of 
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purpose and meaning in life gain could lead to trajectories of “greater life satisfaction, stronger 
emotional ties with others, and less susceptible to anxiety, and depression” (Frederickson 2014). 
To extract these benefits of reaching lower levels of stress hormones, better sleep, healthier 
weight, and lower risk of Alzheimer’s disease/heart attack/stroke, DNA repairment, aligning to 
ultimate goal of existence and pursuing pleasure is human flourishment.  

However, this could mean compromising on short-term happiness in the moment and 
instead relate to a long-term investment. Even if uncomfortable, “navigating difficulties and 
challenges in life—struggling through a job search, nursing a sick relative, studying for a tough 
exam—can connect us to a satisfying sense of meaning and purpose during tough times”. It is 
rewarding for your health because “Your mind and body will be more resilient for it”.  
  

VIII. Gaining Self-Control through Value-Affirmation  
Applying a lens of science and philosophy to the exploration of core values of 

self-affirmation, self-transcendence, ego defensiveness reduction, and life purpose provides 
guidance by cultivating mechanisms to convert powerlessness into control.  

Through a comparative analysis in “Two Types of Value-Affirmation: Implications for 
Self-Control Following Social Exclusion”: self-enhancing and self-transcending, patterns 
revealed that “self-enhancing values related to power, wealth, and attractiveness have been 
shown to result in greater ill-being (physical and psychological) while self-transcending values 
create greater well-being" (Mischkowski 2012).  Bolstering spaces and experiences that 
encourage the latter have higher reports of subverting threats that successfully show to us so that 
we can see how we can “affect our circumstances, tap into our psychological resilience and even 
support our physical health” (Mischkowski 2012).  

Control should not be conflated with exerting power but instead a “feeling of competence 
and effectiveness, the sense that what we do matters, and a confidence that we can do the things 
we set out to do” (Mischkowski 2012).  Effective methods of coping with perceived self-threats 
can also catalyze coherence and consistency with a goal: “Behavioral scientists call this 
self-efficacy, and decades of research show it motivates and sustains action, and is linked to 
reduced stress, strong coping, and health benefits (Mischkowski 2012).”  
 

IX. Anti Colonial Theory  
Embodiment theory considers how the body processes emotions, memories, and trauma 

in order to imagine new possibilities. This stimulation of the mind and soul beyond the physical 
body can begin to engage a rigorous discipline of care that represents the self-desired core vision. 
Confronting impairment and trauma embedded in the body especially genetically can integrate 
an inquiry of political liberation: How does the body work within and against the oppressive 
systems that we are trying to resist? How does the body speak in relation to new forms of 
liberation? The body is forced to investigate space, politics, and cultural memory in white 
America and responds to the exhibition and residency.  
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Debunking western feminist thought in “Methodologies of Embodiment: Inscribing 
Bodies in Qualitative Research”, Mia Perry and Carmen Liliana Medina reposition the body 
through a framework that elevates voices of Chicana Feminist Thought. They explore “How does 
the body narrate memories and stories of the self? What gets recentered and recontextualized 
through embodied practices?  Testimonies indicate that the embodied histories of oppression and 
suffering are inscribed and reinscribed in their bodies and in the narration of the protagonist. 
According to Cruz, “The body is a pedagogical device, a location of recentering and 
recontextualizing the self in order to reconstitute it and the stories that emanate from that 
revitalized self. The body becomes a vehicle to articulate agency toward new forms of liberation. 
It prompts memory and language and activates community and coalition (Cruz, 2001).  

Instead of repression which suffocates the soul, embracing the physical body in action 
through somatic movement is an act of decolonization. This speaks to how having a foil for 
misery, defense, fear, and stress can genetically alter levels of expression where like stated in 
biomedical terms that the UCLA and UNC study: the down-regulation of pro-inflammatory 
genes and development of up-regulation of antiviral and antibody genes. It’s health impact can 
even stretch into responses of immunization that Ginwright touches on, with risk-protection from 
colds, and those healthy genetics can be reproduced to be inherited by the progeny of 
generations. Rather than momentous, one-time instant gratification that can still set up for 
disease, the body performing in an anti-colonial way can feel good for better quality of life, a 
step that diverges from permanent damage due to repeated exposure from toxic environmental 
risk factors. 
  
Data Findings: 

In this section, I will cover the highlights from three one-hour long qualitative interviews 
conducted and the interdisciplinary lenses they provide. Included are summary and quotes that 
have been presented in a way to guide discussion from personal experiences to story sharing, 
suggestions, and examples of models. I spoke with Lee, Riggio, and Burciaga  about the 
challenges present in today's workplaces, and what they believe are the best pathways for a more 
healthy workplace.  
 
Challenges towards Wellness and Success in the Workplace 
Reflecting on summary and quotes, I tried to ask and answer: What does this teach us about the 
solutions to workplace issues? Are they viable? 
 
Theory → action → reflexion 
 
Challenges in the workplace → solutions (community care) → challenges to the solutions 
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Unlike the freedom of a VP for 
when it hits the ceiling, Lee says 

Lee argues people not power 
oriented requires the bare minimum 

Lee tries to confront her boss about 
the high turnover rates - she’s 



 

Figure 1.  
 
As reported by Lee, despite comparative experiences at each workplace, situational 

stressors that have remained the same are: sexism, freight train loads, inventory errors or loss, 
accidents, injuries, miscommunication, holiday season prep, managing a lot of different 
personalities in the team between workers, and conflicts with co-workers like the boss or other 
supervisors. Especially under COVID-19, she mentioned truckers have been switching 
frequently so it has been additionally hard to retain membership when there’s high turnover 
rates. Within the workforce, Riggio also identifies the causes of low morale performance and 
where factors can be smartly or more logically controlled:  

“I mean, yes, you can kind of empower the workers, but it's really the management, and, you know, people 
in leadership positions who have control over the environment. There's high levels of burnout, obviously. 
And, you know, and burnout leads to high turnover rates” 

However, as noted by the leaders themselves, this solution is really hard because they themselves 
have trouble setting boundaries because of the emotional attachment to their work and 
responsibility. These oppressive dynamics exceed their locus of control beyond the workplace to 
be disempowering and result in a low “sense of coherence” in coping with internal and external 
stimuli (Antonovsky, 1987). Burciaga has also felt burnt out because it felt like change was 
incremental or didn’t appear to be happening. It's tough trying to balance between work and 
accessing joy, gratitude, meditation, and silliness not seriousness—especially in raising her kid. 
Bucargia feels even more responsible and guilty because of the luxury afforded to shut it off 
temporarily: 
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her current boss has a 
“micromanagement mentality” vs 
the “growth mindset” she has 
during tracking and performance. It 
becomes overwhelming because 
motivation lacks from the 
management to “beat that proactive 
drum instead of reactive” that “falls 
on deaf ears”. They don’t recognize 
what could be missing by the time 
they’re gone and put in their two 
weeks, until it’s too late.  

- Capitalism requires that 
we see profit over people 

 

of respect, decency, and dignity 
where everyone is valued without 
the twisted selfish entitlement:  

“We all want the same thing... 
finding our collective, like 
similarities instead of 
differences. We need to find 
out where we're the same and, 
and kind of build goals that 
will make us all happy and to 
like, satisfy us all and not just 
like, the top 3% or, you know, 
and not care about the bottom 
people” 

trying to solve the issues that she 
sees in the workplace as a leader. 
He gaslights her and she gets a 
panic attack.  

- Lee states, “And they're, 
the culture is poison, but 
it's been accepted. You 
know, so it's, it's really 
hard to break out of that 
kind of pattern, I guess.”  

- An unwillingness to 
change and conflict 
manage  

- Challenge to “better 
leadership” solution → 
leaders don’t understand 
the experience 
entirely…Her boss being a 
man is another generalized 
resistance resource in the 
sexist industry  



 

“What's taken me a long time to learn over the years is that it's okay for me to be happy. And I can still all 
of these things can coexist, I can still acknowledge the privileges that I have, I still need to take care of 
myself, so I can continue working for things that are important. So yeah, I think that that's a struggle that 
organizers face.” 

This is the hypothesis of Antonovsky’s “generalized resistance resources” where “money” like 
Burciaga’s social mobility in her life affords the protection from economic vulnerability in 
resisting against the omnipresent stressors their environments exert. Although this has broken 
trauma cycles with Ginwright’s "immunization" that is not just individual-based but family and 
community-based for future generations against trauma’s potentially toxic impacts, she says her 
son doesn’t have that same awareness of growing up lower-middle class. However, a second 
generation immigrant, Burciaga is still proximate to worker issues with her parents and 
grandparents being farmers in Northern California as well as aunts and uncles packing fruits in 
the Central Valley. She comments though that they might have been warehouse workers had they 
lived in Southern California: 

“I think about parallels to like agricultural work, you know, you're expected to pick X number of crates of 
blueberries or oranges. And it's, you know, it's, it can be it's humanly possible, but maybe the pace or the 
rate might be, like, inhumane.” 

Essential workers still experience unfair wages, unreasonable hours, and unsafe conditions where 
with COVID social distancing protocols are not being observed—as one of her students who 
works in an Amazon warehouse in Colorado reported with how overcrowded it is. For Lee, being 
part of admin support, there is a responsibility that extends overtime where it’s not just clocking 
in and clock out Monday through Friday. She notes it has a “negative effect” because she 
becomes over relied on as backup and overburdened while others failed to pick up the slack. This 
provides context for why Lee answered that her stress level is a daily 7 out of a scale of 1-10. 
When she tried to problem solve in confronting her boss that she wanted to change the broken 
team into a cohesive unit, she was met with a condescending tone from him. The feeling of being 
stuck, of not being able to move forward or progress caused internalization that led to a panic 
attack. 

“I thought I was having a heart attack, like I didn't even recognize it as like, a panic attack or whatever, like one week, I 
just I ended up in urgent care one day, I ended up in the emergency room at the end of the week. And finally, they're 
like, we took all your tests, you seem fine. And I'm like, I'm like, I feel like you're gonna tell me everything's okay. And 
then I'm gonna go home and die.” 

The doctor's response of asking why Lee got sick to enter the disease category of anxiety is a 
“pathological orientation” without examining etiology in [causes] for identifying stressors that 
are preventing mobility to a healthy location or reducing consequences for contingent on 
character of resolution within tension of the confrontation (Antonovsky, 1987). Instead, they 
classify in a dichotomy of “fine” or “okay” on the multidimensional health disease continuum 
while also ignoring Cartesian dualism of the immaterial, nonphysical mind and material body 
being separately distinct yet still interacting. It is in this reductionist isolation of the 
interdependent system that lacks the understanding of contextual factors and the connecting 
mechanisms of influence or the “complex factors that affect individuals, our communities and 
our environment” (Pescosolido 2010). Although Lacey is a deeply motivated leader, having 
“self-transcending” rather than “self-enhancing” values as a people person where “I do it for the 
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company, I don't do it for myself”—her boss is a barrier to the eudaimonic happiness “of 
extracting a deep sense of purpose and meaning in life” as he has hedonic happiness or 
“consummatory self-gratification”. In a capitalist society, the latter is normalized with 
prioritization of economic gain, productivity, and profit maximization before human wellbeing. 
While “aligning to the ultimate goal of existence and pursuing pleasure is human flourishing” 
that supposedly guarantees less inflammatory genetic expression, Lacey cannot extract these 
benefits of reaching “lower levels of stress hormones, better sleep, healthier weight, and lower 
risk of disease/heart attack/stroke, DNA repairment”.  Fighting and not getting along affects 
everyone, but is particularly a source of pain and hopelessness that has forced her to put up a 
wall. In overcompensating for the sake of her workers, it has taken a toll on her mental health 
where that numbness obstructs flow of feelings and becomes a barrier from built-up, unresolved 
tension. How these constants within a stressful environment arise are not just inconvenient but 
also threaten one’s compassion and ability to express emotion by forcing it to be repressed:  

“But I've been in environments where they're not managing the controllable variables, and they're not 
managing the uncontrollable variables, which makes it twice as more stressful, right? It's difficult because, 
you know, I was a woman, you know, in my mid-30s, managing 200 drivers that are from the ages of 21 to 
73. You know, and for me, I think the easiest way to that, that I put it was, you know, you just tell them the 
truth with a smile on your face. Give them the facts, like, Yeah, actually, you can be the less like, 
emotional, you can be, like, that has always worked, but also that compassion, that understanding, one thing 
I have learned, and I've been burned, like, so burned and manipulated. And you know, and I had to stop 
being so sensitive, because I think that being a woman, you do get a little bit sensitive, and you want to be 
liked, and you don't want to get your feelings hurt” 

Considering the constant stressors she’s bombarded with, Lee easily predicts them based on an 
intimate knowledge of this sector, thus having a high soc (sense of coherence)—especially with 
men being deceiving and lying. However, she has a low soc as it is not a place-based community, 
where male ego protects as a generalized resistance resource. She reveals the assets but also 
limitations with investment and care to a non place-based community, mainly when it is carried 
upon one person instead of the whole unit. Toxic masculinity thus being a product of the 
environment needs to be integrated into health sciences as “social interactions in networks 
function as well as dynamics and forces that shape them”. The coping mechanism of channelling 
energy elsewhere to counteract the universal decay towards greater negative entropy with being a 
female in the environment is an “active adaptation to an inevitably stressor-rich environment”. 
Lee notes that for her workers thrown into the environment especially, foundation of basics like 
knowledge of what their job entails or the training tools from booklets get skipped over. After it 
goes wrong, they get in trouble resulting in low self esteem and working in fear. It is the punitive 
responses and suppression at a toxic workplace that “runs the risk of focusing on the treatment of 
pathology (trauma), rather than fostering the possibility (well-being)” and how to end suffering 
or convert powerlessness into control. Perceived threats however make it difficult to catalyze 
coherence, consistency, competency of goals is confused as a lack of motivation (Mischkowski 
2012). Without self-efficacy, it is no wonder there are high turnover rates as it is diffuclt to 
extract meaning out of life through connection, purpose, and values when workers aren’t 
recognized for the work they do.  
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Pathways towards Wellness and Success in the Workplace 
The following cross-spheres and overlaps thematic areas to serve as a North Star in 

weaving healing notions and responses. A field note from November 10, 2020 is fitting in 
navigating the analysis:  

During informal discussion with Vero today, she mentioned this idea of access to 
self-care being privileged, commodified, and a short-term investment that fails to undo 
deep trauma. Although in theory it would be nice to ask how one can be living and not 
just surviving...in a long term trajectory, it really comes down to how can one exercise 
defense within a capitalist state. In shifting from a transactional, one-stop, in-and-out 
shop to an interconnected, transformational structure, it understands that the worker is a 
community member and filling in the gaps requires improving quality of life beyond 
working conditions. It also understands that a community is not a monolith.  
For developing a robust and comprehensive intervention, I take a look at the 4 quadrant 

needles below that intersect into a symbolism of holistic health care within a protective shield of 
counter surveillance, sheltering, and reactionary defense. To the right are screenshots of the data 
from interviews transcribed and color-coded. 

 
 
 

 
      Figure 2.
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Below is the key color-coded by theme for reference: 
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Color  Theme 

 Individual Symptoms 

 Collective Symptoms 

 Individual Systematic 

 Collective Systematic 

 Field Notes 

 

 



 

Figure 3. 
 

A critical thread layered among lit review, field notes, and data findings are the 
individual and collective needs being met through treatment of immediate symptoms and 
systematic attacks. I will list activities, strategies, practices that can be modeled into case studies 
and attempt to pry at how a situation ties under each heading respectively.  

As a refresher the literature review covered frameworks of healing centered engagement 
vs trauma informed care and salutogenesis vs pathogenesis, interventions that are verbal (talking 
circles) vs visual (power mapping) vs online self-help like an e-mental health survey 
questionnaire, and value centering from brain including positive psych, self-control, cognitive 
science to body in personal growth resilience, genetic expression, and processing trauma. 

Riggio points out how administration assigning meaningless tasks or undergoing 
evaluations can be stress provoking whereas autonomy in his own workplace of academia can be 
stress relieving. This bottom-up flexibility avoids overstepping of boundaries that top-down 
authorizes:  

“So what's better is to eliminate the sources of the stress, right? So if you've got, you know, bad 
supervisors, if you've got a system that doesn't allow them to see the worth of what they're doing, right, or, 
or giving control over the work environments, so they don't feel like, you know, I mean, the big, the big 
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issue, like at Amazon that everybody was talking about, when there were all those expositions was that they 
had to, like, ask permission to go to the bathroom. Right? And, you know, now Come on, I mean, so that's 
going to be stressful in and of itself. And that, that, that is a good symptom of a toxic work advisor, where 
you can't even take a bathroom break. I mean, you know, you can't take care of bodily functions on the job. 
I mean, that's ridiculous. Right?” 

This relates to embodiment theory as trauma is embedded in not being to have individual bodily 
autonomy and literally be able to literally release the toxins in the kidney from waste matter. In 
answering "How does the body work within and against the oppressive systems that we are 
trying to resist? How does the body speak in relation to new forms of liberation?" moving from 
an individualized unit body that doesn't have autonomy to lobbying. Riggio suggests having 
team-based support systems that urge in a group setting Amazon's decision makers would be 
most powerful and persuasive: 

“Probably doing a focus group with some, some knowledgeable worker owners. And I think what you're 
going to find right now with COVID, and everything, is you've got a lot of educated people doing, you 
know, fulfillment work in warehouses, that's really lowest level of work, you can imagine, right, mindless, 
but they're smart enough to realize to give you the kind of feedback on what's really the problems that 
they're experiencing, why is it so stressful? You know, so I think if you ask some of the workers, and then 
what you'd have to do is kind of problem solve and say, Okay, what can we expect Amazon to do within 
the parameters of what they're willing to do? That can create a more tolerable environment based on what 
they're telling? Well, in an ideal environment, what would it be like?”  

Riggio outlines principles that justify in conjunction with making your body stronger and more 
resistant to stress, how to make your body of people within an organization more resilient. This 
is similar to Ginwright’s collective focus: a coupling of the forces of motivation, innovation, and 
social networks with the social and cultural significance of the body. This is why imagination is 
more important than knowledge, it grows our spiritual souls and caring hearts rather than 
physical bodies alone or rational, calculating minds. However, realistically corrupt companies do 
not align interests and hold conflicting standards. Thus, as Lee interjects, unions end up stepping 
in:  

“You have the contract, you have rules to rely on, you have your shop stewards, you have, like a whole 
program, then having things documented, written out, for both parties to be on the same sides. When it 
comes to the expectation, that both parties have to be held accountable to, and that's what binds them 
together. And they both come to an agreement on that.”  

Similar to contracts, decisions, agenda, and identifying challenges are terrains of cultural 
mapping and establishing boundaries through the work of cartography. As “individuals use 
cultural maps to make sense of the world, affecting information availability and personal 
understandings, as well as signaling possible appropriate action”, individuals’ recognition, 
acceptance, or rejection of them, informs us about the boundaries of their experience, and values 
shaping action, whether their own (as in rational choice theory) or that of others (as in labeling, 
social influence, and social control theories)”(Pescosolido 6). Power mapping for example can 
specifically map out who represents which city in the IE, what are their priorities and goals as 
elected officials, organize law info, and a clear sociopolitical vision while uniting dividing or 
conflicting parties. It is outreaching in a way that builds curiosity and sets expectations for a 
form of two types of accountability—towards those who are allies and those who oppose (RJD 
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7). This practice discards the toxic carceral, capitalist logic of replicating harm and heals 
collective wounds through self-purification from trauma and hatred. It can not only acknowledge 
a way to “change unjust systems but also to change cultures, value systems, and to repair 
relationships in order to enter into the shugyo of nonviolence” (Haga 44). Below is a conducted 
sample power map that confronts and reconstructs vision to point towards the direction of 
establishing long lasting partnerships that strengthen operations within WWRC. 
 

 
Figure 4. 

Since it’s difficult to be physically removed from triggering situations, leaning on coping 
mechanisms from academic psychologists like reframing the way you think about work is a 
sound way to be mentally removed. Stress management tips around cognitive are keeping a 
positive attitude, realizing/accepting that there are events you can't control, be assertive instead 
of aggressive by pushing for yourself but don't get into fights, and don't let your emotions take 
control of you. Riggio also proposes transformational leadership practices as there is evidence 
that it can reduce stress:  

“I mean, one of the biggest effects for transformational leadership and research is that people who work for 
transformational leaders, even though the leaders, push them to work hard and to engage and to commit to 
the organization, they experience less stress than people who are not not supervised by transformational 
leaders, right. So, but the way they do it is through establishing good relationships, good working 
relationships with them, making sure that they understand what the what the goals of the organization are, 
and how they as individuals fit into the organization. You know, why we need you to be here, and why we 
appreciate, you know, the work that you're doing” 
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During ICE cracking down, an example is the head of a mexican restaurant who has annuity 
ownership treating his undocumented waiters, waitresses, busboys, cooks who were at risk of 
deportation like family who have been there for 20-25 years (a low turnover rate) and showing 
concern. During troubled times of furloughs and layoffs, another example of great leadership is a 
CEO at a private consulting firm writing thanksgiving gratitude cards to each person about 
detailed compliments on how they pulled together across the board and it’s making a difference. 
Similarly, reframing it for employees in this COVID situation that Amazon is a lifeline for 
people and not that they’re working for this big, horrible company can help. It is the mindset of 
interchangeable parts and disposability that fuels the latter:  

“If I'm your boss, I can say, 'You're lucky to have this job. Right? What message does that say? Or I could 
be your boss and say, I'm so lucky to have you here helping me do this. And, and those represent the two, 
you know, two completely diametrically opposed ways of looking at employees. And you want the second 
one, you don't want the first one. Right.” 

When asked about how Lee deals with high turnover rates, she replied, “Org change starts at the 
top, the management level”. She referenced the actions of her power lesbian boss who turned the 
team around from uninterested and disloyal to accountability and structure. Drawing on the 
metaphor of a family picture she explained how employees are like children that want to be 
loved, who want to grow, and show “mom and dad” they’re doing well. The parallels between 
parenting and mentoring are indicative of the overall strengthening of worker relations. Causes in 
why workers quit or turnover is not what needs to be explored, but why they choose to stay on 
their own volition. Lacey shared some of the interpersonal activities to make “employees feel 
secure and special” that she does with the team: walks, ordering lunch together, eating food, and 
bday celebrations with cake from Spikes the nearby Mexican bakery. Feeding these 
“controllable” variables create benefits and impact that are buying into insurance of the future, 
protection through prevention. Lee also firmly believes in providing opportunities for setting and 
teaching expectations to build that awareness before disciplining because workers aren’t always 
informed in the first place. She earns trust by giving them room for fallback, shows next steps, 
sets goals, encourages, recognizes, exhibits patience, opens up space to share their mind on 
what’s bothering them. This open line of communication sends a message that she’s here to 
support, not tell them what to do and how to adjust so they can do their job successfully. Rather 
than favoritism like politicians often do from top-down, Lee advocates for investing in talent 
with a bottom-up approach: 

“You know, if you take care of your people, they're going to want to work for you, they're going to want to, 
you know, do the best job that they can do, they're going to want to be in it, they're gonna want if you have 
that personal relationship with your boss, you know, I know that when I like my boss, I want to do a good 
job to make that person look better. Right?” 

Her best boss, the power lesbian, she says was understanding and approachable:  
“It's like ass backwards right now where you have people shoving like the numbers and the words and this 
and that down your throat, you know, looking at numbers and reports...Like, it's so funny, all the little 
things that stick with me, she taught me like always about the why behind the way like, you always have to 
understand the why behind the what the whole people service profit thing. Yeah, how your people feed into 
your service, which ultimately feeds into your profit.”  
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It is this access to mentorship that modeled good, effective behavior that Lee has picked up in 
her own style and philosophy within her leadership role:  

“She like, worked like, a man, like, straight to the point didn't like, get in the minutiae, always had a direct 
plan always had like, a direction where she was going always had goals. So she had those characteristics, 
but also, like, no nonsense, give it to me as it is, like, I don't want the fluff, like, cut through the bullshit”. 

This internalized sexism, as well as toxic masculinity of being less emotional and sensitive as 
aforementioned in the challenges section, shows the emotional labor women go through to adapt 
to be power lesbians managerial style as a product of the environment. Pulling on the strength 
and knowledge of peers, this can be discussed in a way that emphasizes salutogenesis that 
manifest positive health,resilience, and a high sense of coherence for not just women but also 
POC identities forced to assimilate. This is what the healing circle aims to do, where being 
culturally grounded “offers a shared experience, community, and a sense of belonging” that can 
lead to a “restoration of identity” (Ginwright 2018, First Nations Pedagogy 2009). It is important 
to seek opportunity to express those emotions and soak in these feelings instead of repressing 
them as suffocating can be endangering. Rejecting in order to reclaim power in the situation has 
allowed her to anchor herself in a more sustainable way. Although she has a strong faith with a 
devotion to christianity and individually vents to other female transportation supervisors, she 
attributes her mood fluctuation to the drastic shifts of the collective workplace where such 
mobility on a spectrum shouldn't exist: 

“It comes down to how to not take things personally, but like, at the core of it is how, like, good your 
company is to not have my, the, the window, my window, I guess what am I trying to say? Like the 
variation from like, super stressed out to not stressed out”  

In an ideal hypothetical situation, a company would be regulating these extreme levels. For 
example, an e-mental health health survey intervention that use cognitive behavioral therapy of 
fitness, coping, tackling depression or panic symptoms like in the Netherlands where these 
evaluations are employer obligations (Ketelaar 2014). WWRC has also done something similar 
in offering benefits like Scarlett, the office manager, announced on November 16, 2020: 
“Employees are receiving a 400 dollar stipend for home office supplies that are eligible for 
requesting items, tech, or anything ergonomic-related.” Elucidating on the model of healing 
circles, primarly for undocumented folks, Burciaga has heard firsthand how they took comfort in 
sharing experiences of the same stressors, working on art projects, and being moderated by not 
an expert but just a community member willing to facilitate talk therapy. She speaks to this: 

“I do think collective action is one response to individual exploitation. And so like provide any thing, a 
space for workers, like you said, this does seem like a clinical psychology or mental health space, but a 
space for workers to sort of share, you know, the fears and concerns that they're experiencing right now as 
workers and then to think about what are the ways that toward healing.”  

At a juvenile public defender’s office to get kids an education despite facing charges, Burciaga 
was additionally apart of the mob project for a holistic branching out which could coincidently 
be brought to the process: 

“So thinking about the ways in which either social workers or mental health professionals can be a part of 
like, an advocacy approach, right, so you're advocating for changes in laws. But you're also like, I think that 
in the field of social work in particular, you know, we can identify systemic issues that manifest in ways for 
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people and their mental health and their well being. And so what are the ways that for  like a whole person 
approach, right, you are advocating for better work rights for them as workers, but also as people.” 

On tangent with a holistic angle, Burciaga critiques how social structural issues unfold 
individually in punitive mannerisms:  

“Someone's having a crap job, they're not getting paid enough. And that makes it hard to pay their rent. 
And so they are like, stressed out and angry, I know, when I'm stressed out, I'm a lot more like short 
tempered and impatient and so like, you know, that can lead to like a conflict or perceived acting out. And 
so I think, you know, just as a society in general, we need to be thinking more about what are restorative or 
healing practices to deal with our address behaviors that may be manifesting in violent ways.”  

Burciaga’s healing endures how government laws, like National Labor Relations Act, 
intentionally leave out members like undocumented workers and how can we as a state society 
reconceptualize to secure rights for POC, for all immigrants—to not be fired in retaliation when 
unionizing or to be entitled to back pay—through both social and legal integration.  
 

After compiling all the information and analysis of these interviews, this was the end product: 

 
Figure 5. 

 
 
WWRC Use of Findings: 

The workplace culture, communication, and values of WWRC can already be described 
as friendly, welcoming, and uplifting. This embodiment is in tune with alternative emotions of 
“imagination, love, play, meaning, will, and the social structures that foster them”. This 
embodiment by the leadership team challenges a common organizational narrative that it requires 
hierarchy and formality to legitimize voices. During meetings, Vero encourages reflection 
whether that be compliments or growing points, humor especially amongst smaller based groups, 
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and mentorship that negates competition through companionship. Despite extensive operations in 
a variety of departments, they maintain camaraderie that is bound by empathy and togetherness a 
value that strengthens and informs the assets of their community. This debunks the myth that 
professionality and seriousness—similar to Bucargia’s silliness not seriousness in accessing 
joy—is the right tone and approach when it comes to the functioning and behavior of 
administrative units.  Like Vero has mentioned, leisure and not just survival emphasize the need 
to celebrate joy and laughter in resistance.  

In addition to being an education place and more than a service agency, they are 
metaphorically a cohesive unit, an interconnected tree that rejects the corporate projection of 
being disposable by honoring and protecting vulnerable or less isolated, from temporary to direct 
employment workers. The metaphorical symbolic work of WWRC lays a foundation for 
philosophical and intellectual applications that opens up access to re-imagining and 
re-envisioning the system that was set up against them. This connects to the decolonial mindset 
by refusing to sever the body from the mind. Through anti-capitalism with strategic actions for 
sustainable labor and a just economy, they subversively attack the dominant force. 

Critical analysis is embedded into the questions they pose from broader ones like “How 
do we hold onto power and the capacity hold power?” to specific ones like “Why are wages 
called minimum wages rather than living wages?”.  By offering programs that are a robust, 
comprehensive way of putting out fire metaphorically by literally filling the missing gaps of 
resources, information, and skill sets, they build an alternative system. This challenges the 
tension of the strengthening of the welfare state versus social networks by contributing to the 
latter, reinforcing that this is a movement not a moment. This is further exemplified by the field 
note below:  
 
October 6, 2020 where we as a team reflected on the strengths of the membership program that 
should be transferred over to CEP: 

● Not approaching a top down approach / education  
● Time for interaction and space for folks to share ideas 
● Identity oppression, trauma healing , intersectionality - 
● Engage communities that have been disenfranchised -undocumented community, 

incarcerated folks, or alienated like non-college  
○ Different scales of civic engagement - direct action, voting, etc  
○ Dismantling concept of citizenship - breaking down community empowerment 

● Think about communities are not involved where decisions are been made  
 
It is in the “social and legal integration” that Burciaga touches on that can bring notions and 
opportunities to ask in community spaces: 

● How do we build a culture of care? 
● How do we give a sense of control/autonomy ideally in the workplace but for starts in a 

community space? 
● How do we reduce pressure and access joy?  
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● How do we translate from rage, stress, and pain into healthier, happier, resilient 
communities?  

● How can we do this while bridging the gap theoretically, realistically, meaningfully, 
politically, cognitively, somatically?  
 
As discussed in our Civic Engagement Program meetings, there is a goal in coalescing 

and cultivating long-standing partnerships between WWRC and neighboring communities of 
zones in proximity geographically but also culturally. In order to think about how to be thriving 
in working environments, there needs to be a bigger public movement that considers workers not 
only essential to the economy but also invaluable community members. The personal and 
personal connection cultivate awareness in oppressor/bystanders who have generalized resistance 
resources whether a boss or the youth to understand violations and the harm. In this internally 
reciprocal relationships of communal spirit, the ability to bring people together generously offers 
knowledge and peer wisdom, collective guidance on intellectual, creative, and spiritual being. 
Becoming a center for cultural history, as storytelling, as tradition, as part of holistic community 
building, there is a restoration to the land and community that gives life.  

 
 
Conclusion: 

While I did talk to professionals, there of course needs to be a way to hold space to 
reclaim autonomy for grievances hope for workers on the ground through a micro and macro 
lens. To sustain the longevity of this work, it would need to address concerns of what does 
sustainability look like to you while preserving culture and traditions instead of economic gain? 
Great leadership listens to needs and there is more research needed on innovative ideas/strategies 
through participation that care and uplifts livelihoods, explores and discovers healing practices, 
and invests in movement and not just immediate needs without bonding through emotional 
baggage and victimhood. 

Although we explored methods of GIS mapping and resource toolkits, there are 
limitations to medical care as it is not only expensive, but there is a fear of surveillance with 
government information where some even refuse food stamps as police, ICE, and facial tech 
from palantir and amazon target minorities from colonization/capitalism to deportation, 
detainment, criminalization, and other punitive responses.  However, restorative and holistic, 
preventative and proactive models already exist in WWRC’s training not tracking, like the recent 
public health fair that informed worker rights to safe and healthy workplace that helps in gravity 
during times of uncertainty, providing reassurance as insurance. Building “cultural stability” and 
“social supports” as generalized resistance resources are modeled in the created feelings, 
experiences, and participatory discussion place-based spaces of Escuelita: October 5, 2020 
Berseba - “I feel very comfortable working with you [Vero]and Daisy. It didn’t feel like work. It 
was very therapeutic for me. I was very nervous but we did it. I felt very proud of me, when I 
said my speech.” 
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Riggio says one could go into the physiological clinical realm but it can be hit or miss 
when the problem is it’s hard getting people to stick to individual habits and techniques. Even if 
you do teach people to do the traditional meditation, relaxation, healthy living, calisthenics, 
eating properly, they can’t or are unwilling to put in the time to practice. Thus clinical is 
inaccessible (and can be unaffordable as well as colonized) but culture is rich, strong, and within 
grasp as it sticks within scope and capacity. It counters western notions of contested legitimacy 
of knowledge and power, which is disconnected from embodiment, decolonial theory and rooted 
in medical sociology. Social imagination connects personal and political experiences to empower 
community members to shift from spectators to designers and decision-makers that rewrite 
narratives in co-creative community spaces. This reclaims self-determination and power that 
aligns with what Vero said on November 24, 2020: “Oraniza tu rabia”—as a powerful base to 
launch, leverage, and channel healing and resistance. 

It is important to note the limitations of practicing one strategy in isolation where for 
example just implementing coping mechanisms alone could build a higher tolerance for abuse. 
However, there should be an expectation of not letting boundaries be violated or not reaching the 
extreme level where there is a stripping of dignity instead of the humanization. There needs to be 
a continuation of dissecting inequalities and naming them but also a dismantling, eliminating, 
and transforming policies through intentional structural racial policy. There needs to be action 
concurrently where resilience can’t be built without also calling out accountability for the 
systems that are forcing them to build resilience. Healing will only grow out of the alternatives in 
social relationships and institutions that can actually produce real forms of safety and 
accountability.  
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